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CONTACT BRIDGE BY STEVEN BECKER

The Slam-Double Convention
North dealer. through the years to increase the
North-South vulnerable. chance of defeating an enemy slam.

NORTH One of the most important of these
'" A 10 9 6 understandings is that when a
"7 3 defender not on lead doubles a slam
• K J voluntarily reached by the opposi-
+A Q 10 6 2 tion, he is asking partner to lead, or

WEST EAST sometimes not to lead, a specific suit.
'" '" 7 4 2 The advantage of this convention
"J 10 9 4 " A K 8 6 5 2 can be seen in the accompanying
• Q 10 5 • 9 7 3 2 deal. South makes the slam if West
+J 9 8 5 4 3 + - leads a heart, the suit East has bid.

SOUTH But East's double forbids the normal
'" K Q J 8 5 3 heart lead and calls instead for an
"Q unusual lead.
• A 8 64 In this case, it is not difficult for
+K 7 West, with six cards in the suit North

The bidding: opened, to deduce that East's reason
North East South West for forbidding a heart lead is that he
I + 2 " 2 '" 4 " can ruff a club. So West leads a club,
4 '" Pass 4 NT Pass and East ruffs and cashes a heart to
5 " Pass 6 '" Pass put the contract down one - 200
Pass Dble points. With a heart lead, South
Opening lead - five of clubs. would score 1,660 points at Chicago
When a small slam is bid, the dif- or duplicate scoring.

ference between making it and losing It must be granted that on some
it ordinarily ranges from 1,000 to occasions, declarer might make the
1,800 points, depending mostly on doubled slam despite the opening
vulnerability. Slams are therefore lead (if North or South were void of
deemed worthy of the closest possi- hearts in the actual deal, for exam-
ble attention by both sides. pie). But this occasional small loss is
Consistent with the importance of a very cheap price to pay for bringing

slam hands, several special defensive about the defeat of many slams that
weapons have been developed would otherwise succeed.

Tomorrow: The moment of truth.
C:?O12 King Features Syndicate Inc.
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2 9 7 5
5 6 2 8
9 8 5 3 7

4 3
7 3 6 1 5
8 1 5 9

1 6 5 8
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CROSSWORD
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Tuesday's unlisted clue: SHIRT

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions -
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Wednesday's unlisted clue hint: BRITISH CAPITAL

Abingdon Corydon Huntingdon Swindon
Basildon Gordon Sheldon Tondon
Bowdon Hendon Skeldon Weldon
Brandon Herndon Snowdon
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THE FAMILY CIRCUS
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"We save a lot on napkins
with Barfy around."

Pickles

3/7

ACROSS
1 Let up
6 Play
group

10 Loqua-
cious

11 Door-
slamming
play

12 Daphnis'
love

13 Great
Lakes
tribe

14 Valuable
rocks

15 Gizmo
protector

16 Decline
17Museum

fill
18 Pig's digs
19 Ran

ragged
22 Standard
23 Tear
26 Ventilated
29 "2001"

computer
32 Baton
33 Kitten call
34 Somewhat
36 New

Zealand
native

37 Imperative
38 "Charade"

director
39 Radiates
40 Humble
41 Dis-

patched
42 Tuna

sand-
wiches

DOWN
1 With no
markup

2 Persian
Gulf
nation

3 Brisk
tempo

4Ring
results,
briefly

5 Potato
part 20 Historic 29 Homes

6 Shopping period for
aid 21 Hall of workers

7 Spring Famer 30 Cartoon
sign Williams genre

8 Fragrance 24lnsignifi- 31 Classical
9 Snappish cant tongue
111ncluded 25 Straight 35 Power

in the cast compass unit
15 Debate heading 36 Bryant

side 27 Singer of the
17 Navy Orbison NBA

bigwigs 28 Cords 38 Block up
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4.75 (check/m.o.) to
Thomas Joseph Book 1, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475
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Baby Blues Blondie
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Crankshaft
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MACHINE.

The Phantom-

Dustin
HEY. THAT'S MY SEAT. IWAS SITTING
THEI?E 20 MINUTES AGO.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, March 7,2012:
This year you often feel at odds with others, even those with whom
you have experienced great closeness. The issue is boundaries;
however, this issue will seem less important in another year
because of your attention to it now. If you are single, you might
be fortunate enough to attract someone who has similar issues
and is willing to look at them with you. Otherwise, you are on a
dating roller coaster. If you are attached, your willingness to look
within will encourage the same from your mate. This year could
be fundamental to your life together. VIRGO often challenges and
criticizes you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; l-Diificult
ARIES (March 21-ApriI19) **** You have a strong sense of
direction, no matter which way you turn. Listen to your sixth sense
with regard to money. Focus on the present and maximize your

- financial security. Tonight: Clear out your desk or workspace.
TAURUS (ApriI20-May 20) ***** No one can deny your
creativity when you decide to apply your focus and ingenuity to
a situation. You can make the unworkable workable. Be sensitive
to a situation where you suspect the other party might be out of
sorts. You do not need an emotional collision. Tonight: Let your hair
down.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) *** Stay close to home, but be smart
and don't push vour luck. You could be overlv tired and drazzinz

TODAY WIE'RIE
GOING TO TALI<
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AND TJ./IE81E1E5...
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from recent pressures. Give yourself a break from whatever is
creating this stress. Tonight: Happy at home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) **** You might want to have a
long-overdue conversation. Be careful, as one of you could be
angrier than anticipated. If it is you, be sure to clear the air in a way
that does not close down a conversation. Tonight: Make it easy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) **** You could decide that you would
prefer to stand back and assess a situation from a distance. You
have a strong sense of humor and enjoy yourself no matter what.
Those you answer to clearly are favorably disposed toward you. The
timing is right to make an important request or talk to these people.
Tonight: Treat time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) ***** Confusion surrounds a key
person. If you overthink, you will not know which way to go. Be
spontaneous, and you naturally will draw the results you want.
Someone you care about lets you know that he or she would like to
be around you. Tonight: The world is your oyster.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) ** Pull back some, and understand
what is happening behind the scenes. Your sense of humor goes
a long way toward resolving a problem, in that you detach and
become less involved. Be careful when expressing your dismay.
You will come off far more strongly than you think. Tonight:
Vanish quicklyl
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) ***** Zero in on the basics
durinz a rneetinz You finallv zain sorneone's confidence. and feel
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Lockhorns

"WILL A BLANKET APOLOGY DO OR DO I HAVETO
GOE55 WHAT I DID?"

ANSWER BOXmuch better as a result. Be sensible when dealing with an angry
or upset person. This person might not be able to contain him- or
herself. Tonight: Where the fun is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) *** Stay on top of your
responsibilities. Though much could be happening around you,
be sure to keep your plans and schedule intact. You have enough
energy to squeeze in an extra event with a friend. Worry less.
Tonight: Know when to call it a day.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) **** Your ability to detach and
see what others refuse to see earmarks your abilities, especially
today. Creativity seems to flow naturally between you and others.
A mere suggestion could trigger a great idea. Tonight: Where the
fun is.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18) *** You might be dealing with one
person after another. Everyone has something he or she needs your
opinion on. Your nature is unusually giving, especially now. Still, do
not toss your plans down the drain. Tonight: Dinner for two.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20) **** You need to sort through
what you must do, as opposed to what you want to accomplish.
Others need your input and could be quite demanding. Trust your
Judgments with a key person. Tonight: Hang out with a lively friend.
BORN TODAY
French composer Maurice Ravel (1875), televangelist Tammy Faye
Messner (1942). ohotozraoher Lord Snowdon (1930)
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